Fireworks scenario.

The show we offer, is built in three spheres:
Bottom sphere – flight altitude of effects until 20 m.
Medium sphere - flight altitude of effects 20-40 m.
Upper sphere – flight altitude of effects 40-120 m.

Current firework is perfect for making Your event unforgettable. We use different pyrotechnical
effects, which will constitute dynamical and enjoyable show in different spheres.
Our strength is good technical base and experiences in organizing

large-scaled shows.

Some of the pictures include effects, which are shooted from more than one point at the
same time, that will make the firework powerful and encompassing.
NB! The fact, that defines us and makes us different from other companies.
In the structure of the fireworks we have took into consideration the spatial and geographical
perculiarity of the site of shooting, to quaranty maximum safety for the public and the
surrounding buildings. Optimal duration of the show is 4 minutes of heavy fire in different
altitudes until 120 meters.

Following is the list of effects, which are used and the pictures they constitute, in the order of
shooting.

1. PICTURE
The firework begins with the
fountains, which are located
semicirculary. Effects are with the
red heart and silver sparklers, with
the height of 3 meters and
duration 1 minute. Fountains are
placed with the 2 meter distance
from each other. Simultaneously
ignited, they will constitute the
sparkling semicircular firewall.
Under the fountains, on the
ground, will ignite at the same time
silver blinking lights with the
duration 15 seconds.
Quantity 25 pcs
Duration of the picture 40 sec
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2. PICTURE
In different directions will fly within 10
seconds 100 red tailed whistles until 30
meters. Whistles will fly with heavy fire in
different angles, which will constitute
original picture of light and sound.
Quantity 100 pcs
Duration of picture 10 sec

3. PICTURE
In angles are shooted to three different directions
72 crossette bouquets, by two or three effects at
the same time. Flight altitude until 50 meters.
Effects are with comet tails and they will cover
the sight with golden bouquets which will open in
each other.
Quantity 72 pcs
Duration of picture 30 sec

4.PICTURE
From three points are
shooted by five effects at the
same time 240 effect shells in
different angles with heavy
fire, flight altitude until 30
meters. Effects will start from
the ground with blinking tail
and will open in the sky with
thousand of fire flowers,
which constitutes longlasting
hovering silver glittering
picture.
Quantity 240 pcs
Duration of picture 40 sec
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5. PICTURE
From the centre of the fireworks will fly in
powerful fan shape 30 silver comets at the
same time, with blue and red ends. Effects
will fly after every 2 seconds. Comets will
rise until 50 meters, where they will open
with blinking and falling star bouquets.
Quantity 300 pcs
Duration of picture 30 sec

6. PICTURE
In changing tempo are shooted from
two different points 90 comet tailed
golden and green blinking palm shells,
which will cover until 200 m2 of sky
with long lasting falling effects. Flight
altitude until 40 meters.
Quantity 90 pcs
Duration of picture 30 sec

7. PICTURE
The show will continue with V shape
comets, which are shooted from three
different points. In heavy fire are shooted
1200 shining comets with loud crackling
effect, which will constitute crosses.
Comets are with flight altitude 30 meters.
Effects will constitute powerful shining
picture of light and sound.
Quantity 1200 pcs
Duration of picture 40 sec
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8. PICTURE
From five points are shooted by 10
effects at the same time, in heavy fire
240 effect shells, with flight altitude 50
meters. Effects will start from the ground
with wide tail and will open in the sky
with bright red bouquets.
Quantiy 240 pcs
Duration of picture 40 sec

9.PICTURE
FINAL
At the end of the show will fly to the sky two times
powerful fan shape effects, which includes 7 palm
bouquet shells. The effects will open in the sky in
altitude of 50 meters, which will cover the sky with
golden glow. Above palm effects will open 3 bouquet
shells with different colors, with flight altiude of 80120 meters.
„ Red crown” caliber 75 mm 2 pcs.
„ Blue crown“ caliber 100 mm 1 pcs.
Quantity 17 pcs
Duration of picture 10 sec

The optimal duration of this firework is ca 4 minutes of heavy fire in different altitudes, until 120
meters. The firework includes all together 2284 shots, which will open in the sky with different
effects. All pyrotechnical materials we use are in accordance with highest quality standards.
We quaranty to comply all safety regulations which are required by the law.
The price of current firework is 400 euro, VAT and the transportation cost will be added.
The price includes materials, realization, all demanded paper work and other expenses, which
are involved with this firework.
All the fireworks we performe, are insured towards third persons.
According to Your wishes we can change the fireworks scenario, duration and materials we use
in the show.
Current offer is confidential and the contents of it can not be disclosed to the third persons.
Sincerely Yours,
Hannes Närep
Ruf Eesti AS
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